A ventricular parasystolic focus capable of generating manifest ectopic beats should not be totally insulated from the electrical events that accompany depolarization in the surrounding tissue; the intrinsic cycle length of the ectopic discharge may be modulated by electrotonic influences transmitted across the zone of "protection." To study the nature of the interaction, response patterns were examined in a mathematical model programmed to simulate an ectopic pacemaker protected, but not divorced from ven-VENTRICULAR PARASYSTOLE occurs when an ectopic pacemaker, "protected" by entrance block, fires at a fixed frequency independent of the normal pacemaker. Manifest premature beats or fusion beats appear when the ectopic focus discharges at a time when the exit pathway and the surrounding ventricular tissue are excitable. Except when the two pacemakers beat at frequencies that are harmonically related as simple ratios, the coupling intervals of the manifest ectopic beats will wander through the basic cycle of the sinus rhythm, attesting to the independence of the two rhythms. When, by chance, simple ratios between the two rhythms occur, fixed coupling may appear.'
SUMMARY A ventricular parasystolic focus capable of generating manifest ectopic beats should not be totally insulated from the electrical events that accompany depolarization in the surrounding tissue; the intrinsic cycle length of the ectopic discharge may be modulated by electrotonic influences transmitted across the zone of "protection." To study the nature of the interaction, response patterns were examined in a mathematical model programmed to simulate an ectopic pacemaker protected, but not divorced from ven-VENTRICULAR PARASYSTOLE occurs when an ectopic pacemaker, "protected" by entrance block, fires at a fixed frequency independent of the normal pacemaker. Manifest premature beats or fusion beats appear when the ectopic focus discharges at a time when the exit pathway and the surrounding ventricular tissue are excitable. Except when the two pacemakers beat at frequencies that are harmonically related as simple ratios, the coupling intervals of the manifest ectopic beats will wander through the basic cycle of the sinus rhythm, attesting to the independence of the two rhythms. When, by chance, simple ratios between the two rhythms occur, fixed coupling may appear. ' The fixed cycle length assumed to characterize the parasystolic focus is only relatively fixed, and a "play" of ±I100 msec or more is commonly allowed, on the assumption that no biological oscillator is likely to have a constant period.' When interectopic intervals do not appear to be simple multiples of an approximately constant period, either the diagnosis of parasystole is withheld, or alternative assumptions are added. A wide departure from the common denominator may be ascribed to "intermittence;" i.e., temporary cessation of pacemaker activity in the ectopic site. Failure of ectopic activity to appear on schedule is ascribed tricular responses to the normal pacemaker. Computer runs covered a wide range of heart rates, and a wide range of magnitudes of the simulated electrotonic influence. Application of the results obtained in the model to published examples of complex arrhythmias revealed a remarkably close fit to many clinical examples. This finding suggests that many patterns attributed to a re-entrant "extrasystolic" rhythm may, in fact, represent the modulated activity of a parasystolic focus. to exit block that prevents access to the otherwise receptive ventricles.
Rigid constancy of a pacemaker might be expected if the entrance block were complete, but if there is an escape route available for the emergence of ectopic activity, then clearly there must be an effective ionic communication, not complete insulation, between the two tissues. If there is an electrical communication between the two, then the depolarization of the surrounding ventricle may influence the ectopic pacemaker. That influence will be electrotonic; depolarization of the surrounding field will induce a partial depolarization of the pacemaker cells.
Partial and temporary depolarization of a pacemaker can influence its cycle length. Occurring early during phase 4 depolarization, the electrotonic event will delay the next discharge;3 later in the cycle, as membrane resistance increases and the membrane potential approaches threshold, a slight additional depolarization should hasten the subsequent discharge, or "capture" the pacemaker. 4 These interactions suggest that an ectopic focus, although protected by entrance block, cannot be totally independent of electrical events in the surrounding tissue. Its frequency cannot be fixed, but must be modulated to a degree dependent upon the amplitude of the electrotonic influence, and upon the ratio of the intrinsic cycle durations of the two oscillators.
Recently, we tested these assumptions in an experimental model consisting of a bundle of dog Purkinje fibers mounted in a 3-chamber perfusion apparatus.4 The central chamber, perfused with isotonic sucrose, provided an area of conduction block between the two ends of the fiber. Pacemaker ac-tivity in one end, induced by exposure to a low potassium perfusate containing a low concentration of epinephrine, was modulated by spontaneous or evoked activity in the tissue beyond the gap. Representative results of this study are illustrated in figure 1 , in which the prolongation or abbreviation of the pacemaker cycle length is plotted as a function of the temporal position of discharges evoked beyond the gap. Similar results were obtained when depolarizing current pulses, rather than stimulated action potentials, were applied across the blocked zone. Electrotonically-mediated depolarizations occurring during the first half of the spontaneous pacemaker cycle caused progressively increasing delays in the subsequent discharge. Beyond a rather abruptly defined reversal point, similar alterations of membrane potential accelerated the next discharge. The maximal amplitude of the alterations of cycle length was commonly as much as ±25% when the modulation resulted from evoked responses ( fig. 1 ), but could be as much as ± 40% when depolarizing current pulses lasting from 100 to 200 msec were applied. With proper adjustment of the impedance between the two active chambers, one way block could be established; i.e., only electrotonic influences were transmitted across the gap from a driven end of the fiber to a spontaneous pacemaker in the other end, but successful propagation occurred in the opposite direction.
In the present study, we have extended these observations in an effort to define the patterns of ectopic activity and entrainment that should be expected to develop when two pacemakers interact across a zone of impaired conduction. A computer program was devised to simulate an ectopic ventricular pacemaker subjected to varying degrees of electrotonic influence. Based on the results of the simulation, selected clinical examples of unifocal ventricular ectopic activity were analyzed. The Computer Model Based on the results of the biological model, a mathematical model was programmed for a digital computer.* Two "pacemakers" -one representing the ventricular response to supraventricular impulses, the other representing an ectopic focuswere allowed to interact according to a few simple rules:
1) The electrotonic influence of the ventricular response to a supraventricular pacemaker (SN) on the ectopic pacemaker (EP) was programmed as a biphasic curve similar in shape to the biological result illustrated in figure 1. During the phase of acceleration the slope was allowed to approach but not quite reach the value of 1.
2) The intrinsic period of SN was set at 40 time steps. Assuming 1 time step = 20 msec, this is equivalent to 800 msec, or a heart rate of 75 beats per min.
3) The refractory period of the ventricle was set at 15 time steps (37.5% of the basic cycle); no provision was made for variation of refractory period with cycle length. The significance of this simplification will be discussed where relevant.
4) The intrinsic cycle length of EP was set at each of the 91 values from 60 to 150 time steps inclusive; i.e., at 1.5 to *A brief preliminary description of the model has been published., 3.75 times the SN cycle in steps of 0.025, or the equivalent of every 20 msec from 1200 to 3000 msec. Complete runs of the interaction were made at each EP cycle length until periodicity was achieved. In one run the range of EP was extended to 41 to 150 time steps (see fig. 4 ). 5) When EP fired outside the refractory period of SN, propagation to the ventricle was obligatory and immediate. In the initial programs, conduction delays within a relatively refractory period were not incorporated. (The significance of this simplification will also be discussed later.) 6) Every "ectopic" response of the ventricle was followed by a fully compensatory pause. 7) When two or more SN responses fell within an EP cycle, each was treated independently and sequentially. For example, if the first SN occurred earlier than the reversal point, it delayed the next EP by, say, 20%. The computer was instructed to interpret this as a delay in the starting time of that intrinsic EP cycle; accordingly, a second SN response either delayed or accelerated EP according to the temporal position of SN in the adjusted EP cycle. This assumption conforms, at least qualitatively, with experimental observation.' Several programs, each encompassing EP cycles from 60 to 150 time steps were run to test the influence of 1) the magnitude of the electrotonic influence and 2) the temporal position of the reversal point. In the first programs, the modulation was set at ± 15%, with a reversal point at 60% of the EP cycle; at ± 20% with a reversal at 55%; and at ± 25% with reversal at 50% ( fig. 2 ). The shift of the reversal point also conforms with experimental observation: depolarizing current pulses of increasing magnitude shifted the reversal point to the left, as would be expected if the degree and direction of the electrotonic influence are dependent on voltage rather than time.' Additional programs were added to test the effect of amplitude (± 5, 10, 15, 20 and 25%) at a constant reversal point of 60%. Response Patterns of the Computer Model The interaction of SN with the simulated ectopic pacemaker resulted in obligatory patterns that were functions of the programmed amplitude of the electrotonic influence, and of the ratio between the EP and SN cycle lengths. The nature of the interaction will be discussed in terms of 1) the development of periodicity; i.e., repetitive patterns; 2) the entrainment of the EP at operative or de facto ratios that deviate, over fairly wide ranges, from the intrinsic or programmed ratios; 3) the incidence of manifest ectopic beats; and 4) the range of coupling intervals. These relationships are illustrated in figures 3-6.
In the course of the following descriptions we will refer to operative ratios as the ratio of the average EP cycle length to the SN cycle when the program has reached equilibrium at each programmed value of EP. An intrinsic ratio of 2.2 (EPCL = 88; SNCL = 40), for example, may become an operative ratio of 2.0 as a result of the "electrotonic" interaction. An operative ratio of 4:2 is treated as 2.0. Although the two EP cycles accompanying each 4 SN cycles will alternate in duration, the average EP cycle will be double the SN cycle. The ratio of EP/SN cycle lengths, of course, is the same as the ratio of SN to average EP frequency.
Development of Periodicity
If time were treated as a continuously graded variable, exact periodicity would be slow to develop, but because the computer must "round off' percentage changes to the nearest whole time step, periodicity was achieved within a relatively short time in each run. Operative ratios ranged from 3:2 to 55:16, equivalent to periods of 120 to 2200 time steps, or 2.4 to 44 seconds. Equilibrium was achieved in a shorter time, and the ratios were in general simpler, when the amplitude of the electrotonic influence was greater.
The development of periodicity is illustrated in figure 3 , taken from a +15% program when the intrinsic EP cycle was 92 time steps (intrinsic ratio, 2.3). In part A, the starting condition was simultaneous firing of SN and EP at time zero. The influence of the second and third SN discharges on the next EP was computed as follows: 1) The scheduled appearance of EP was at time 92; 2) The second SN, falling at time 40 (43.5% of the intrinsic EP cycle), delayed the EP by 11%, or 10 time steps, to a rescheduled firing time of 102;
3) The 3rd SN, at 80, occurred at 78% of the adjusted EP cycle, and induced a reduction of 11 time steps. The actual firing of EP thus occurred at time 91, within the refractory period of SN.
Similar adjustments abbreviated the next EP cycle to 86, and a manifest ectopic response occurred. The resulting compensatory pause allowed only a single SN response during the following cycle, and the EP cycle was thus reduced to 80, resulting in stable entrainment at an operative ratio of 2:1.
The ultimate pattern will be the same if different starting conditions are allowed; the only difference lies in the length of time required to reach a stable state. In part A of figure 3, stable bigeminy with a fixed coupling interval of 17 time steps appeared after 240 time steps. In part B, the first EP response was set at 20 time steps, leading, of course, to a manifest ectopic beat. Stable bigeminy as in A was quickly reached. In part C, EP fired 30 time steps after SN. The next manifest EP occurred at time 300 (coupling interval 20) and duplicated the starting condition for B. In each case the ultimate pattern was the same. Although the intrinsic ratio of cycle lengths, 92/40, was 2.3, entrainment of EP by SN reduced the operative ratio to 2.
Entrainment Zones
The electrotonic interaction between SN and EP results in zones of entrainment, within which the ectopic pacemaker fires at an average frequency that is a relatively simple fraction of the basic SN frequency. The temporal position and width of these zones is a function of the amplitude of the electrotonic influence and of the reversal point. Figure 4 illustrates the complete gamut of average operative ratios between EP and SN, as a function of intrinsic EP cycle length in the range from 41 to 150 (intrinsic EPCL/SNCL ratios of 1.025 to 3.75). The graph was constructed from the computer output for the program in which amplitude maxima were + 15 and -15% with a reversal point at 60% of the EP cycle length. Included is a plot of the percentage of manifest ectopic beats" as a function of the same variable.
If there was no programmed interaction between the two rhythms, the "operative" ratios (ordinate scale) would equal the intrinsic ratio (abscissae), as indicated by the diagonal dotted line. The deviation of the operative ratio from the dotted line is a measure of the extent of entrainment. The area of the deviations, above and below the line of identity, is a function of the amplitude of the programmed influence.
Entrainment at 1:1 extends from EPCL 41 to 47, inclusive. During this phase each discharge of EP occurs within the refractory period of SN; the incidence of manifest PVCs is therefore zero. Between EPCL = 47 and EPCL = 53, entrainment still occurs, but at more complex ratios, therefore with longer repetitive periods. Manifest premature responses occur within this zone, ranging from 18 to 33% of the total. Entrainment at the 3:2 ratio (operative ratio, 1.5, fig. 4 ) begins at EPCL 53 and ends at 62. Entrainment at 2:1 extends from 70 to 94. Following a brief range at 5:2, (2.5 on So long as the denominator of the operative ratio is 1, the 1 begins at 142. entrained cycle length of EP will be constant. When the )perative ratios denominator is 2, EP cycles longer and shorter than the :orrespondingly average alternate; for example, at EP (intrinsic) = 62, the average EP operative cycle is 60, but the actual cycles alter- A bscissae: intrinsic EPCL when SNCL is fixed at 40 (can also be read as SN frequency when EPfrequency is fixed at 40/min; i.e. EPCL/SNCL = SN frequency/EP frequency). The diagonal dotted line indicates the ratio that would occur if there were no entrainment (i.e., "true" parasystole). Entrainment at an operative ratio of2 occurs (between F and Bi) both to the left (prolongation of intrinsic EP cycle) and to the right (abbreviation of EPCL) of the point of intersection with the dotted line.
The descending curve (solid line) indicates the percent premature ventricular contractions (PVCs) that would occur if there were no entrainment of EP by SN; i.e., complete independence of the two rhythms. F = bigeminy with fusion; Bi = bigeminy; Tri = trigeminy; Quad = quadrigeminy. The zone ofconcealed bigeminy lies to the left ofBi; the zone of concealed trigeminy to the left of Tri. Silent zones (no manifest PVCs) occur only when entrainment is in the ranges 1:1, 2:1, or 3:1, (operative ratios of 1, 2, or 3); but never when the denominator of the ratio is 2 or more.
Note that the same percentages of manifest PVCs may occur at more than one entrainment ratio. For example, hexageminy (5 intervening SN responses, or 16 2/3% ectopic beats) occurs at EPCL = 88, in the zone ofconcealed bigeminy, and again in the zone ofconcealed trigeminy. Quadrigeminy (3 intervening SN, or 25% PVCs) occurs at EPCL = 89 and 90 in the zone of concealed bigeminy. An overall incidence of25% occurs again in the zone of concealed trigeminy, but here the entrainment ratio is 12:4 (i.e., 3.0) and the manifest pattern is [E-S-S-E-SS-E-S-S-S-S-SJ; i.e., not quadrigeminy but sequences of trigeminy and hexageminy.
In clinical tracings in which a sufficient range of heart rates occurs, similar changes ofpattern occur in comparable sequences. nate between 53 and 67. At EP = 99, the rhythm is 7:3, the average EP cycle is 93 1/3, but the actual cycles are 85, 99 and 96.
The graphic representation of operative ratios as a function of the intrinsic cycle in figure 4 is simplified, in the sense that a time unit is assumed to be 20 msec; but it is also simplistic, relative to living systems, in that the SN cycle length was held constant for each EP run. The program as operated did not display the gradual shift from one pattern to another that must accompany slight changes in the heart rate. Nevertheless, it is possible to predict what those shifts should be by comparing adjacent points on the chart ( fig. 4 ). This will be evident later in the discussion of clinical examples.
Incidence of Manifest Ectopic Beats
In a system in which complete independence of the ectopic pacemaker is ordained, the incidence of ectopic beats as a function of EP cycle length will depend upon only two quantities: the duration of the ventricular refractory period, and the ratio of intrinsic cycle lengths. For the range of EP cycles in figure 4 , the relationship is indicated by the solid curved line. At an intrinsic ratio of 41:40 (EP: SN), and a refractory period of 15 time steps (i.e., excitable period of 62.5% of the cycle), ectopic activity will appear as runs of idioventricular beats, followed by runs of beats of supraventricular origin. The incidence would be 61% (40/41 X 62.5%); at the ratio of 80:40, it would be 31%. It is apparent, however, that any electrotonic influence will be expressed as a departure from this monotonically decreasing curve, and that the amount of departure will be a function of the amplitude of the influence. At the level of ± 15% illustrated in figure 4 , wide departures are evident.
The behavior of the model at the levels of 2: 1 and 3: 1 entrainment is particularly relevant to descriptions of examples of parasystole encountered in the clinical setting. We shall, therefore, examine these segments of the graph in figure 4 in some detail, beginning at EPCL= 70 and extending to 127. The 2:1 entrainment zone begins (at EPCL = 70) with a bigeminal rhythm in which every second response is a fusion beat (fusion for this study being defined as simultaneous firing, ± 1 time step). When the intrinsic EP cycle is 70, the intervening SN cycle occurs at 57% of the cycle (40/70), and causes a delay of 10 time steps in the EP cycle, resulting in entrainment at the operative cycle of 80.
When the intrinsic EP cycle is 75 time steps, the EP discharges occur within the ventricular refractory period; there is, of course, no compensatory pause. Accordingly, two SN beats fall within each EP cycle; the first of these beats delays, and the second accelerates the discharge; the 2: 1 entrainment persists, but silence continues until the intrinsic EP cycle reaches 87. For the ensuing 5 runs, ectopic activity appears every 6th beat (5 intervening SN cycles), every 4th beat (3 SN cycles), or as alternation of quadrigeminy with bigeminy. This is, of course, a zone of concealed bigeminy, following which a narrow zone of manifest bigeminal rhythm appears.
A quadrigeminal pattern was present within only a narrow range of intrinsic EP/SN ratios in the 2: 1 entrainment zone, (EPCL = 88-89; % PVC = 25), but analysis of the print-out records indicates that a much wider range would appear if provision were made for conduction delays within a relatively refractory period. The relevance of this observation to the cases of quadrigeminy described by Kerin et al.6 will be discussed later.
As the EP cycle increases above the manifest bigeminal zone, the ectopic pacemaker abruptly breaks away from 2: 1 entrainment. Concealed bigeminy no longer occurs, and interectopic intervals contain 1, 2, or 4 intervening sinus beats in various combinations.
The relationship illustrated in figure 4 can also be interpreted as a function of basic heart rate with a constant EP cycle length, for it is the intrinsic ratio of EP/SN that determines the ineidence of ectopic activity. The abscissae, representing EP cycle durations in time steps, can be construed as SN frequency in beats/min, assuming a constant EP cycle of 1500 msec, or 40 beats/min. Proceeding to the right from the silent zone ending at SN frequency = 86, acceleration of SN leads, first, to a zone of concealed bigeminy, then a brief period of manifest bigeminy, then to a break away from 2: 1 entrainment, and eventually to another zone of silence, beginning at the ratio of 2.65 (SN frequency = 106). These gross alterations of the rhythmic pattern, from EP/SN = 2.15 to 2.65, and from silent zone to silent zone, represent the events that might be expected as the heart rate is gradually accelerated by 23%. The conformity of this behavior with the observations of Schamroth and Marriott7 is striking, and will be discussed in detail later.
Qualitatively similar relationships occur on either side of the zone of manifest trigeminal rhythm, with the exception that the 3:1 entrainment zone was initiated (at EPCL = 106), not by fusion beats, but by a silent period. When ectopic activity emerged, it adopted the 2-5-8 pattern of intervening SN responses characteristic of concealed trigeminy, followed by a relatively wide zone of trigeminy. At a still higher EP/SN ratio, the 3:1 entrainment was abruptly broken, and the interectopic intervals encompassed 2, 3, 4 or more SN beats, or alterations between them. At the entrainment level of 7:2 (operative ratio, 3.5), for example, the interectopic intervals included alternatively 2 and 3 SN beats. There were no silent zones at EP cycle lengths above the 3: 1 entrainment zone, even when the amplitude of the interaction was set at ±25% ( fig. 5 ). Again the implications are obvious: deceleration of the sinus rate from the zone of frank trigeminy will lead to concealed trigeminy; acceleration will release the ectopic pacemaker from 3: 1 entrainment and result in more complex ratios of ectopic activity.
Relationships similar to those depicted in figure 4 were recorded at all of the levels of influence studied, although the duration and temporal position of the several zones shifted with the amplitude.
An approximation of the effect of "electrotonic amplitude" is illustrated in figure 5 for the five levels studied. Outlined as irregular polygons are the zones of 3:2, 2: 1, 5:2, 3:1, 7:2, and 4: 1 entrainment. In the absence of interaction, these ratios would occur only at EPCL (intrinsic) of 60, 80, 100, 120, 140, and 160 time steps, respectively.
Within the zone of 2: 1 entrainment in figure 5 we have defined subzones as follows: a zone of fusion beats (F) that initiates the 2:1 zone; a "silent" zone within which no . Entrainment zones as a function of EP cycle length (abscissae) and ofthe maximal amplitude oftheprogrammed "electrotonic" influence (ordinates). In all runs the cross-over point (see figure 2 ) was set at 60% ofthe intrinsic EPCL. The zones ofentrainment at 3:2, 2:1, 5:2, 3:1, 7:2, and 4:1 are each enclosed by solid lines. Within the 2:1 zone, the subzones (from left to right) are defined as F (fusion); silent (no manifest ectopic activity); CB (concealed bigeminy); and a narrow zone ofmanifest bigeminy (vertical hatching). In the 3:1 zone, the three subdivisions are zones of silence, concealed trigeminy (CT) and trigeminy (Tri). The blank areas between the outlined zones are zones ofmore complex ratios; there are no areas of silence within them.
Shifting the cross-over point from 60% to 55% ofthe EP intrinsic cycle at the 20% level of influence, andfrom 60% to 50% at the 25% level was also studied, but is not shown in the figure. The shift to 55% in the former case shifted the zones of bigeminy and trigeminy very little. The shift to 50% in the latter case moved these zones to the right. "Anomalies" in the form of interruption of the 2:1 zone by single runs at more complex ratios (e.g. 5:2, 7:3) occurred at the 25% level ofinfluence; similar interruption occurred in the 3:1 zone at the 20% level. These anomalies were shown to be due to "rounding-off ' errors in the program, and they have been ignored in the figure. manifest ectopic activity occurs; a zone of concealed bigeminy (CB) within which only odd numbers of sinus beats fall between manifest ectopic responses; and a zone of bigeminy (vertical hatching). The zone of 3: 1 entrainment is divided into three subzones: silent zone, concealed trigeminy (CT), and manifest trigeminy (Tri). The areas between the polygons in figure 5 are zones characterized by more complex operative ratios, with correspondingly longer periods of repetitive patterns.
Of particular interest, from the standpoint of clinical cases of parasystole, are the periods of "silence;" relatively wide zones appear in which no ectopic activity is manifest. Prolonged zones of silence can occur only when entrainment at relatively simple ratios is present (i.e., 1: 1, 2: 1, and 3: 1 in figure 4 ; 2: 1 and 3: 1 in figure 5 ) and would be quite impossible for two totally independent pacemakers unless a rigidly constant harmonic ratio were present. At levels of influence less than 15%, silent zones are narrower; at +5%, for example, the silent zones are limited to EP 77-81 (2: 1 entrainment) and EP 114-116 (3: 1 entrainment). Dimensions of the silent zones increase progressively, and the zones of complex ratios become squeezed out as the amplitude of the influence increases ( fig. 5 ).
Coupling Intervals
At the outset, it was our intuitive assumption that coupling intervals of manifest ectopic beats would march through the SN cycle in a predictable fashion as the EP cycle was varied. This was approximately true when the amplitude of the electrotonic influence was low, but as it was increased in successive programs, coupling intervals clustered at long (i.e., fusion beats) or short (closely-coupled) intervals ( fig.  6 ). Figure 6 incorporates all runs over the whole range of EP/SN ratios, from 1.5 to 3.75, and does not fully indicate the "tightness" of the clustering. In the I20% runs, for example, the only ectopic activity in the range from EP 60 to EP 89 was recorded as fusion beats; i.e., with coupling of 39, 40, or 41 time steps. From 90 through 121, a span that includes concealed bigeminy, bigeminy, alternating bigeminy and trigeminy, concealed trigeminy, and half of the zone of stable trigeminy, all coupling intervals were in the range 16-18. Only beyond this point, as the range of 4:1 was approached and passed, were the intermediate values (19) (20) (21) (22) (23) (24) (25) (26) (27) (28) (29) encountered. When the amplitude was 20% or above, there were no recorded coupling intervals, in any run, between the values of 29 and 38, inclusive (the total range of possibilities being 16 to 40). Similar clustering in random cases of premature beats was observed by Surawicz and MacDonald.8 It follows that if the "impedance" of the communication between the ectopic focus and the surrounding ventricle is low, "locking" of the ectopic pacemaker to the SN rhythm could be nearly fixed. An amplitude of ±20% is well within the realm of biological possibility.'
The possibility of fixed coupling (give or take 10 msec) during apparently wide ranges of rhythmic patterns is illustrated in figure 7, in which schematic representations of normal and ectopic activity during concealed and manifest bigeminy and trigeminy are illustrated as a function of alterations of SN frequency. hexageminy and quadrageminy (concealed bigeminy) occur at 75 and 76.5; bigeminy at 81.5; a silent period at 86 (within the 3:1 entrainment zone); and stable trigeminy at 99. Coupling intervals indicated after initial SN beat; SN cycle lengths above the tracings.
Application to Clinical Records
The response patterns generated by the computer model suggested that similar considerations could be applied to complex response patterns of ventricular parasystolic and extrasystolic arrhythmias, and particularly to examples that depart from the rigid rules that define "true" parasystole. We have selected a number of published case reports of unusual parasystolic rhythms, and a few unpublished examples supplied to us by Dr. Douglas Zipes.
One of the conclusions we reached from analysis of the computer outputs was that certain behavioral patterns of a parasystolic dysrhythmia are mathematically obligatory: for example, a stable bigeminal rhythm should occur only at the extremes of a 2: 1 entrainment zone ( fig. 4 ). At the lower edge, it will be manifest as fusion beats; at the upper edge it will appear as frank bigeminy with relatively fixed coupling, and beyond the edge the 2: 1 entrainment must be lost. This obligatory behavior provides a clue to the analysis of clinical records. If we can discern the rhythmic patterns that accompany acceleration or deceleration of the heart, and if we can estimate the amplitude of the electrotonic effect, then we can determine the intrinsic cycle length of the ectopic pacemaker and the degree of its modulation by the dominant rhythm.
Parasystolic vs Extrasystolic Rhythm: Concealed Bigeminy
An excellent example that permits a nearly complete analysis is the case report (case 2) described by Schamroth and Marriott.7 Relatively long rhythm strips were presented in which, on one occasion, bigeminy was replaced by "concealed" bigeminy; and on another occasion, by "true" parasystole in which odd and even groups of sinus beats were interspersed. Our analysis of this case was based on the following observations:
1) The pattern varied with the basic heart rate. Slowing of the sinus rate resulted in transition from bigeminal episodes to periods of concealed bigeminy; acceleration of the heart yielded interectopic intervals containing even as well as odd numbers of sinus beats.
2) Coupling intervals during bigeminal episodes were fixed only so long as the sinus rate was constant. Acceleration of the heart caused, as in the computer model, a step by step prolongation of the coupling interval until the 2: 1 ratio was forfeited.
3) During the episodes of bigeminy with varying coupling intervals, there was, perforce, only one intervening sinus beat to consider. When the coupling interval was brief (and the briefest interval presumably defined the functional refractory period for the escape route), each intervening sinus beat fell late in the ectopic cycle; therefore, it must have accelerated the ectopic pacemaker. As the coupling interval lengthened, (i.e., as the basic ventricular response occurred earlier in the pacemaker cycle) the accelerating influence increased, up to the assumed maximum.
The slope of the curve defining the presumptive accelerating influence of the intervening sinus beats must be a function of the initial estimate of the intrinsic ectopic cycle: if the EP cycle is assumed to be long, then the amplitude of the accelerating influence must be great. When several different coupling intervals are assessed, the slope of the accelerating influence can be approximated. But there are some constraints applied by biological (and mathematical) reality at this stage: the slope of the line, obviously, cannot exceed 1; a discharge of the surrounding ventricle cannot induce the ectopic focus to fire prior to the ventricular event. Also, the slope cannot be, or is at least not likely to be concave downward. This sequential analysis permits a fairly precise estimate of the intrinsic cycle length. In the example discussed, it was estimated to be about 1570 msec (interectopic intervals in the published record, about 1460). A reasonable solution could be derived when the intrinsic period was assumed to be 5% longer or shorter than 1570, but not ± 10%.
The analysis of events when two or more sinus beats intervene is somewhat more complex, but a reasonably probable inverse solution is nonetheless possible. Again, certain constraints are apparent. If there are two intervening beats, the first is likely to delay the pacemaker, and the second to accelerate it. The two quantities are, of course, related. If the delay is overstated, then the subsequent acceleration must also be exaggerated, and we will come up with points that clearly do not "fit" the previously defined acceleration curve. By rather laborious trial-and-error guesses, we constructed a "curve of influence" similar in form to that in figure 1. When the curve was applied to the analysis of an episode in the Schamroth and Marriott case report (case 2) in which 8 sinus beats were interposed between manifest ectopic beats, the error in prediction of the next ectopic beat was 20 msec, out of a total time of about 6 sec. That is, of course, a lucky guess, but enough success has attended analysis of other cases to suggest that the contraints and obligations of the mathematical model do indeed apply to clinical parasystole. The 56. msec in advance of a postulated ectopic discharge, but appeared not to have altered its temporal position.
Junctional Parasystole
A similar analysis was applied to a case in which the diagnosis of atrioventricular (A-V) junctional parasystole had been made. In this instance ( fig. 8 ), the QRS complexes initiated by the sinus node and by the ectopic focus are nearly the same. There is little or no conduction error involved in assessing the moment at which the ectopic impulse emerges, and the moment at which the pacemaker is subjected to the electrotonic influence of the normal impulse. In the reconstruction shown in figure 9 , the curve of acceleration points firmly toward the end of the postulated ectopic cycle. There was almost no scatter in the postulated positive and negative influences. This is probably because the data, comprising 38 successive QRS complexes, were recorded in a single continuous strip. A moderate scatter of data points was found in the analysis of the Schamroth-Marriott case, probably because the published tracings were recorded on different days. Variations in conduction time as well as in the intrinsic frequency of the ectopic pacemaker may well have occurred between tracings.
Group Beating
In the excellent volume by Katz and Pick, 9 there are several examples of complex arrhythmias in which a choice between parasystole and re-entry was debatable. In two of these (figs. 96 and 97), a qualified vote for re-entry was cast, SN, msec before scheduled EP 8. An example of a "junctional" parasystole in a patient with digitalis intoxication (kindly supplied by Dr. Douglas Zipes). The three strips (a monitor lead) are continuous. There were 10 manifest (premature or fusion) ectopic beats, indicated by numbers, and 10 "concealed," indicated by arrows. The asterisk indicates the latest ectopic discharge that failed to emerge, and presumably denotes the limit of refractoriness in the exit pathway. based on the assumption that a major departure from a constant ectopic cycle length is incompatible with parasystole. But if the principles of the computer model are applied (i.e., if modulation of the EP cycle is permitted), the relatively close approximations apparent in figure 10 can be obtained.
In the example published by Katz and Pick as figure 96  (fig. 10, panel A) , the group pattern was alternate bigeminy and trigeminy. The interectopic intervals alternated in length between about 1600 msec and 2200 msec. An almost exact match was found in one of the computer runs (± 20%) when the intrinsic ratio EP/SN was 2.75, just above the 2: 1 entrainment zone. The pattern in 5:2, i.e., alternate bigeminy and trigeminy; there were no occult EP discharges. In the bigeminal pattern the intervening SN cycle abbreviated the EP cycle; in the trigeminal group the first SN delayed and the second accelerated the EP discharge, but the net effect was delay. It is not necessary to postulate a parasystolic frequency of 300 (which would be required in the clinical case to achieve a common denominator of about 200 msec); the manifest discharges are readily explained if the electrotonic modulation is assumed to be ± 20%, with a cross-over at 55% of the ectopic cycle. This degree of in-
8 sec FIGURE 10 . A) Comparison of a pattern ofgroup beating (alternating bigeminy and trigeminy) published as fig. 96 in Katz and Pick, 9 upper graph, with a computer output (± 20%, EP cycle = 110 time steps) in which a 5:2 pattern was manifest; no "concealed" ectopic responses occur. Upright pips represent beats of SN origin; downward pips, ectopic beats. B) A similar comparison offigure 97 of the same source with a computer outputfrom the same program (EP= 95). The pattern is one of concealed bigeminy. The location ofthe concealed response in each example is indicated by the arrows. In both A and B, time steps in the computer output are translated to real time to give an approximate match with the clinically recorded intervals. fluence was readily achieved in the sucrose-gap model.4
The example published by Katz and Pick as figure 97 is diagrammed in figure lOB. Again an example was found, in the same computer program, when the EP/SN ratio was 95/40, or 2.375. The pattern was entrainment at 14:7, rather than the 8:4 pattern in the clinical record; in both records, however, the manifest pattern is concealed bigeminy. The match is not quite exact, for the sinus cycles in the clinical record increased slightly in the middle of the record; as a result, the coupling intervals increased in the successive bigeminal couplets. In the computer record (SN constant), the coupling intervals decreased progressively. It is probable, however, that the "concealed" ectopic beat in the clinical record, as in the model, fell at approximately the indicated moment (arrows) within the refractory period of the ventricle.
Intermittent Parasystole
Some examples of group beating (for example, alternating bigeminy and trigeminy) are attributed to intermittence caused by "capture" of the ectopic focus, late in its cycle, by the sinus beat.10 This must surely be possible; in fact, it is not fundamentally different in concept from the "acceleration" phase of the electrotonic influence shown in figures 1 and 9.
We find, in the computer programs, that alternating bigeminy and trigeminy occur when the operative entrainment pattern is 5:3 or 5:2 (or, in more complex patterns, 10:6 or 10:4). In either case, a slight change of frequency of either the SA node or the ectopic focus can cause a switch to trigeminal rhythm with "fixed" coupling. When the basic pattern in 5:3, one of the ectopic discharges is concealed and two are manifest. The manifest pattern is S-S-E-S-E-S-S, and the zone lies between the 3:2 and 2: 1 entrainment zones. In this case the coupling interval of the first bigeminal beat will be longer than the second. Deceleration of the SN frequency will yield a trigeminal pattern with 3:2 entrainment. When the basic pattern is 5:2, the zone is between 2: 1 and 3: 1 entrainment ( fig. 5 ), and the first coupling interval will be shorter than the second, as in the example of figure IOA. Fixed trigeminy in this situation, representing 3:1 entrainment, would accompany acceleration of the basic heart rate.
The analysis of intermittence diagrammed by Cohen et al.'0 indicates a sharp temporal boundary between "protection" and capture of the parasystolic focus, representing, we suggest, the reversal point in the curve of electrotonic influence.
Exit Block
Records of group beating with progressively decreasing coupling intervals have been attributed to Wenckebach periodicity (second degree exit block) between the ectopic pacemaker and the surrounding tissue. There is little reason to doubt that both exit and entrance block patterns can and do occur between an ectopic focus and the surrounding ventricle; experimental demonstration has been reported,1' and numerous clinical examples can hardly be explained in any other way. Some published examples, however, find a nearly exact counterpart in the mathematical model. One example, taken from Pick et al.,'2 is illustrated as figure 11A . In this case, (figure 6 of their paper) interectopic intervals and coupling intervals decreased progressively in successive bigeminal couplets, until a postulated failure of transmission occurred. These intervals were matched in their analysis by assuminig progressively increasing conduction times in the exit path from an ectopic focus firing at a constant cycle length. The pattern can, however, be readily duplicated by a modulated computer pacemaker in which conduction intervals are instantaneous (lower graph of fig. 1 A) . Another example from the same paper, published as figure 7 , is plotted in similar fashion in fig. 11B , together with a computer match. In this example, it was proposed that the progressively increasing coupling intervals and diminishing interectopic intervals result from "progressive retardation and eventual failure of propagation of impulses of an ectopic focus that isbrought into action in some unknown manner by each sinus impulse." We suggest here that the unknown influence is electrotonic modulation of the ectopic pacemaker, resulting in progressive and predictable shifts in its firing time.
Similar matches can be made with the observations of second degree entrance block reported by Kinoshita;"3 in this case the only difference between his interpretation and ours is a semantic one: an electrotonic "capture" of a pacemaker leads to the same manifest result as delayed conduction through relatively refractory tissue. So long as the slope of the accelerating influence (figs. I and 9) is less than one, a sinus beat falling late in the EP cycle will accelerate the EP discharge less than one falling earlier, but the apparent "conduction" interval between the late SN and EP will be briefer.
Parasystole with Fixed Coupling "Fixed" coupling, in most of the published records we have measured carefully, is only approximately fixed. In one of the examples published by Langendorf and Pick,' a switch from manifestly parasystolic activity to bigeminy with ""fixed" coupling accompanies a slight acceleration of sinus rate. A similar example, selected from one of the computer programs, is illustrated, along with the clinical example, in figure 12. In part A of the figure the intervals between successive beats are plotted for the clinical episodes and, in part B, for a representative example from the computer program. On the left of the figure the intervals represent the parasystolic episode, with progressively diminishing coupling intervals, when the basic interval of the sinus pacemaker was about 510 msec; slight acceleration to a cycle length of 490 resulted in almost fixed coupling in the patient as shown in the upper panel on the right, and to fixed coupling in the model. In this case, it is not necessary to postulate an electrotonic influence; a totally independent ectopic focus would behave similarly with a slight change in sinus frequency. The computer example was obtained from a program devised to match the data of Schamroth and Marriott; the maximal electrotonic influences were +5 and -14%. A similar amplitude of influence accounts for the observed slight variations in EP cycle length and coupling intervals in the clinical record.
In the example of fixed coupling represented in figure 7 , the coupling interval remained constant within a relatively wide range of simulated SN rates. This range would be further expanded, however, if the computer program provided for conduction delays within a functional refractory period. If, for example, the emergence of an event occurring with a coupling interval of 14 were to be delayed 2 time steps (40 msec), and one occurring at 15 were delayed by 1 time step, then there would be a much wider range .4 L f~~~~~~2 4 6 8 within which fixed coupling would occur at the earliest possible moment (16 time steps); this is quite probably the realistic situation in the living system, and could account for stable bigeminy or quadrigeminy with fixed coupling over a fairly wide range of heart rates. Add to this the mathematical constraint that coupling intervals tend to cluster at brief or long values when the amplitude of the electrotonic influence reaches 20% ( fig. 6 ) and it is apparent that many instances of bigeminal rhythm (or trigeminal or quadrigeminal, to which similar constraints apply) that have been attributed to coupled re-entry8 may, in fact, be manifestations of parasystolic pacemaker activity.
Quadrigeminy
A quadrigeminal rhythm appears in the computer model in two ranges: within the concealed bigeminy zone, and again in the 4: 1 entrainment zone. The behavior within these frequency ranges is quite different. As a manifestation of concealed bigeminy, a quadrigeminal rhythm is stable over only a narrow range, breaking to hexageminy and silence on the left, and alternating bigeminy and quadrigeminy on the right. When 4: 1 entrainment is present, acceleration of the sinus rate will lead to progressively increasing coupling intervals, but deceleration will lead to 7:2 and 3: 1 patterns without the appearance of a silent zone.
In the cases analyzed by Levy et al.14 and by Kerin et al.,6 the evidence points strongly to concealed bigeminy as the basic pattern, but fixed coupling suggested a re-entrant rather than parasystolic mechanism. Quadrigeminy appeared to be a more stable state than in the computer programs. As indicated earlier, the computer programs were oversimplified by omitting conduction delays in the "exit" pathway, and by failing to allow frequency-dependent alteration of the refractory period of the ventricle. With these modifications added the mathematical model readily matched the behavior of the reported cases. In their discussion of the "even" variant of concealed bigeminy, Levy et al. emphasize that the basic heart rate was significantly slower during "even" than during "odd" episodes. When the refractory period was increased to 20 time steps in the computer program, similar episodes were observed: 4, 6, and 8 when the intrinsic EP cycle was 65-69, and odd variants at 89-92. beat number
The operative entrainment ratios for the even sequences, however, were not 2:1, but 5:3, 7:4, or 9:5.
The assumption of Kerin et al. 6 and of Levy et al."4 that the examples analyzed can be explained by a re-entrant mechanism remains, of course, a valid possibility, but is obviously not the only one.
Concealed Trigeminy
In another recent report, Levy et al.'5 described two variants of concealed trigeminy in which the number of sinus beats (S) between successive extrasystoles fit the patterns S = 3n -2 (i.e., 1, 4, 7, 10), or S = 3n (i.e., 3, 6, 9, 12) in addition to the classic form, S = 3n -1 (i.e., 2, 5, 8, 1 1). The interpretation presumed varying degrees of block within a re-entry pathway. The coupling intervals in the published tracings were all relatively long (0.6 sec or more), suggesting a refractory period in the exit pathway considerably longer than that incorporated arbitrarily in the initial computer programs.
Approximate matches for these patterns were discovered in the initial computer runs, but a much closer approximation was apparent when the refractory period in two additional runs was increased from 15 time steps (300 msec) to 20 and 25 time steps (50% and 62.5% of the SN cycle).
In the case published as case 1 by Levy et al., "classical" concealed trigeminy was present at a sinus rate of about 74; when the rate increased to about 81, the pattern was that of S = 3n. In the computer program in which the refractory period was 25 time steps, concealed trigeminy was displaced by the 3n pattern when the (simulated) sinus rate was increased by 8 to 10%. Within the 3n zone, 3:1 entrainment was lost and the operative ratios were in the range of 10:3 or 7:2.
The switch from a 3n -1 pattern to 3n -2 (i.e., 1, 4, 7, 10) in the same computer program accompanied a reduction of SN frequency by about 13%, at which point 3:1 entrainment was displaced by 11:4 (10 intervening SN beats); 8:3 (7 SN); or 5:2 (4 SN).
Although a case can be made for re-entry as the basic mechanism, an equally valid "fit" can be found in the parasystole model.
Multiple Parasystole Foci
We have not attempted to apply these principles to clinical cases in which the ECG configuration suggests two or more independent ectopic foci, as in the case report by El-Sherif and Samet,'6 but it should not be impossible to approximate their interaction. In a simulated example two such pacemakers were allowed to interact to yield a complex ventricular arrhythmia. In this example, each ventricular depolarization, whether of sinus or ectopic origin, was assumed to exert an electrotonic influence on one or the other or both pacemakers. An inverse solution, as in figure  9 , could probably be derived for each.
Interpolated Premature Beats
Interpolation, without compensatory pauses, poses no major problem in analysis, but it may grossly change the pattern.'4 Interpolation is particularly likely to occur in-the interaction of an ectopic (idioventricular) pacemaker with an artificial pacemaker. A ratio of basic frequencies that would result in bigeminal rhythm if compensatory pauses were allowed will yield a trigeminal rhythm if interpolation occurs. This could result in group beating (alternating bigeminy and trigeminy) in which the fundamental ratio departs from the 5:2 ratio illustrated in figure lOA. Similarly, the occurrence of ventricular echoes, resulting in less than compensatory pauses, changes the formal pattern but need not confuse the analysis. The important event is the temporal position of the ventricular depolarization, however generated, in the pacemaker cycle. Each such depolarization can be treated independently. Similar considerations apply when the supraventricular pacemaker is discharged and reset by retrograde propagation of the ectopic impulse. Discussion A number of conclusions may be drawn from the biological and mathematical models. 1) Rigid rules about the invariant cycle length of an ectopic pacemaker should probably be abandoned. 2) Fixed coupling may not be taken as evidence for or against a re-entrant mechanism. Fixed coupling of parasystolic discharges appears to be mandatory over wide ranges of SN frequency when the electrotonic influence is great ( fig. 7) . 3) So-called intermittence of an ectopic pacemaker need not mean that the pacemaker stops firing for some time; the electrotonic influence of intervening ventricular depolarizations can often account for the "intermittence." 4) The appearance of manifest or concealed bigeminy (or trigeminy) during a period of otherwise "4classical parasystole" does not represent a switch from a "'parasystolic" to an "extrasystolic" mechanism, but is an obligatory consequence of an alteration in the basic heart rate. The common mechanism of both has been suggested by Schamroth and Marriott7 and by Brusca and Orzan.17 Some simple rules emerge that should facilitate a diagnosis of parasystole. These can be readily applied to cases of intermittent ventricular premature beats, by inducing moderate changes in the basic heart rate. 1) Given a basic bigeminal rhythm, an acceleration of atrial rate should lead, first, to a progressive increase in coupling interval, then to a break to patterns of alternating bigeminy and trigeminy, or more complex ratios indicating loss of 2: 1 entrainment. Further acceleration should lead to a zone of silence.
2) From the same starting point, deceleration should lead to periods of concealed bigeininy (alternating bigeminy and quadrigeminy, hexageminy, or complex variations in which only odd numbers of intervening sinus beats occur); further deceleration should lead, again, to a zone of silence.
3) If the fundamental rhythm appears to be 5:2, or approximately so, deceleration of the sinus node should lead to bigeminal rhythm; acceleration should result in a zone of silence, followed by concealed trigeminy, followed by a relatively stable zone of trigeminy. Within the zone of manifest trigeminy, further acceleration should cause progressive increases in the coupling interval.
4) The degree of change in the coupling intervals within the bigeminal and trigeminal zone should give an indication of the amplitude of the electrotonic influence; the less the change, the greater the influence.
Acceleration of the heart rate can, of course, be achieved by atrial stimulation via transvenous electrodes. When this is not indicated, simple maneuvers should suffice. In general, autbnomic influences on the heart exert a lesser effect on idioventricular pacemakers than on the sinus node. Accordingly, moderate exercise may be expected to increase the sinus rate with a lesser effect on the (presumed) ectopic pacemaker. Similarly, carotid sinus pressure should slow the sinus rate without any major influence on the ventricular focus.
Re-entry vs Ectopic Focus
Dogmatic criteria we have held inviolate for many years are no longer applicable. Fixed coupling, long believed to be a valid criterion for re-entry, cannot be used for reasons outlined above. Even rather wide ranges of heart rate are compatible with fixed coupling of an ectopic focus. How, then, can one distinguish? No hard and fast rule can be offered; but if a sufficient acceleration or deceleration of sinus rate can be achieved, the break from bigeminal coupling to other ratios should become apparent, whether or not the coupling interval changes. We suggest that parasystolic activity may be far more common than the reported estimate of about 1 in 1,000 electrocardiograms. 2 There have been conflicting reports about whether "dangerous" ectopic activity is more likely to occur when the basic heart rate is slow or when it is fast.'8 'I We do not have the diagnostic acumen to decide when ectopic activity is "dangerous," but the present results indicate that if closely-coupled bigeminal activity occurs, it may be stopped by accelerating the heart (to the silent zone that initiates 3: 1 entrainment); it may also be stopped by decelerating the heart (to the silent zone in the 2:1 entrainment zone). Neither of these maneuvers alters the fundamental situation, whether the mechanism is parasystolic or re-entrant, but it would seem to be worth knowing what the mechanism is; relatively simple interventions could provide the answer.
